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Abstract
O bj ec t -oriented models have attracted much attention from the
database community recently. Semantic integrity conlfroinh (SIC•)
a n d their applications in query optimization in traditional databases
have re ceived extensive studies . In this paper, we propose an approa ch t o o ptimi ze queries using SICa in an object-oriented database
system (OODB). The concepts of SICa arc generalized in an OODB
en vironment by incorporating many distinct object-oriented features
such as IS- A cia.. hierarchiea (subclass assertions), class traversals
in spec ifying selectio n predicates, and classification concepta (which
cluster relevant d omain valuea ). Solution• to the problema introduce d by incorp orating these feature• are preaented . Given a query
and a set of SICa, knowledge-baaed or semantic query optimization
(S Q O ) is performed by revealing con tradictions, r eplacing reference
t o a class by that to ita moJt •pecific 1ubclau, eliminating unnecessary class traversals , and adding/ elimi n ating useful/useless redundant r est r ic t ions . We also sho w that the time compl exity of the
pro p osed strat egy is b ounded by O(n 3 ) , wher e n is the lar ger of the
nu m ber o f cl a sses in volved in the query, and the n umber o f SICa
involved .

1

Introduction

The object-oriented technique has been widely applied
in different disciplines of computer sciences in recent
yea rs, including the database community. Object-oriented
database systems have been developed in recent years.
Some systems such as GemStone (3, 12], Vbase and its
successor Ontos [1] , ORION (8, 9, 10] and 02 [19, 5] are
now com m ercially available. (6] presented several prototype systems which are among the most representative
new-generation database systems.
Issues like generalization/specialization, inheritance,
pe rsistence etc. are well addressed in an OODB/00
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model. However, issues like specifying restricted assoc iations/relationships among objects, or constraints a m ong
states of objects of the same class or different classes have
been rarely discussed in current literature. Semanti c integrity condraint" {SIC"} which were probably first introduced in [7] in the context of relational database systems have been widely used in many current trad it ional
database systems. In [14) , SICs in OODBs are prop osed,
which will capture, to a significantly higher degree , th e
semantics of real-world objects and their relationships in
an OODB. In this paper, SICs are first generalized by incorporating (member.!hip/,ubclau) auertionJ [lB], wh ich
are used to assert the mem bership of an object in a class
to a subclass of this class, bilateral clau traver, al.s, and
cla,,ification concept" which are used to represent a set of
relevant atomic domain values.
It has been shown that sem a ntic integri ty const raints
can be used in relational or d eductive database sys tem s to
optimize users' queries (k nown as "emantic or kn ow ledg eba, ed query opti m ization) so that query p rocessing cost
can be reduced [13, 11, 4) . However, there has b ee n li t tle
discussions on query optimizat ion in an OOD B using SI Cs,
wh ich is the focus of this paper.
Query optimization in a n OODB environment is different from that in traditional (say, relational) systems. Bilateral class traversals and IS -A hierarchy traversals are involved in a query qualificat ion in an OODB , while j oin.s are
involved in a query qualification in a relational database.
The former may have much more complicated structure.
As a result, SICs and the strategies used in this st udy
have generalized those used in traditional models/ systems,
as in [13, 11, 4), by incorporating new 00 features ISA assertions, classification concepts, and bilateral traversals. We note that a sema ntically optimized query m ay
be fu rther optimized by a conventional query optimizer to
achieve certain machine-de p endent effects. The following
optimization goals have been identifi ed, presented in the
decreasing order of priorities. ( 1) detect a contradiction in
a query qualification; (2) replace all references in a que ry
qualification to a class by its most specific su bel ass( es );
(3) eliminate unnecessary and redundant class traversals;
(4) add useful (redundant) rest rictions; and (5) elim inate
unnecessary restrictions .
Goal (1) is important since a query qualificat ion imp ly-
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i :1g a co ntradiction will yield a null answer; (2) is unique in
()(Jl)J) environment. Since only subclasses, instead of
original (super) classes, will be accessed, and accessing an
o riginal class implies accessing all subclasses of the original class, there will be a potential significant cost saving. 1 .
(:3 ) is very desired since class traversals are usually costly.
G oals ( 4) and ( 5) will gain additional benefits by reduci:-.g unnecessary evaluation of redundant selection predicates (restrictions) and/ or introducing predicates on incexed attr ibutes (so that indices may be used to speed up
accessing classes). The proposed semantic query optimizer
will realize the above goals in sequence. Furthermore, we
will also discuss how constraints can be properly managed
and some of the useful properties of constraints under arl
Ml

ones whose objects do not have attributes. Domain classes
of non-primitive attributes are explicitly attached (shown
by an arrow followed by its domain class), e.g. class Engine
is the domain class of the attribute drivetrain of class Vehicle. IS-A relationships are also specified among classes,
e.g. class SportJcar IS-A class Vehicle. Objects in class
Sportscar inherit all attributes of Vehicle, while possesses
additional attribute(s) like maz3peed.
Class Vehicle(V)
manufacturer-+C
m odel•

Class Engine(E)
cylinder#*

price•

weight•

p ower •

Class Sportscl!l r(S)
V
rriaxspeed •

!SA

year•
load*
drivetrain-+E

CJ CJDB .

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces some related concepts and notations. Section !J
disc usses distinct properties of constraints and restrictions
i~ an OOD B. A strategy to compute implied restrictions
by a query qualification under a set of SICs is presented
in Sect ion 4; Section 5 proposes a framework of semantic
que ry optim ization. Future works are briefly discussed in
Se dion 6 which also concludes this paper. Due to space
limit we have to omit all the proofs and m os t of formal
descriptions. Interested readers may consult with [17] and

Cllllis Company(C)
n4lTle•

country*
president-+P

Class Person(P)
name•
birthdate•
owncar-+V

Figure 1: A Sample Vehicle OODB

Clauijication conceptJ { cc_, for brief) are used in this
paper. A CC is a non-atomic value associated with a domain, representing a set of atomic values. For example,
A"ia could be a CC on the domain of the attribute coun[14].
try, and so is Foreign, which is one level higher than A3ia.
The CC A3ia may represent the domain values of countries such as Japan, China, Korea, and so on. In general,
CCs may form lattice-like hierarchies. The root of such
2 OODBs, SICs, and Queries
a hierarchy can be viewed as the whole domain, and all
In this paper, we basically adopt the constraints proposed the leaves are subsets of the domain values. It is assumed
in [14]. The proposed constraints incorporate many dis- that CCs and their hierarchies can be properly maintained
t inct features of an 00 model and OODB.
in an OODB system, and are easily accessible by a query
Although there is no consensus so far in both research optimizer. (Details can be found in [15). )
and industrial communities on what an 00 model or an
Attribute X of class A can be specified as XA. A speciOO DB is, some general characteristics and features that fication of an attribute can also involve forward/backward
an 00 model and OODB system should possess were clas3 traver.,al_, and/or IS-A hierarchy traverul. A forp<1inted out in (10), as can be briefly summarized as fol- ward class traversal, in the form XA.YB, specifies attribute
low s: Any entity is uniformly modeled as an object, identi- Y of class B, while class B is the domain class of attribute
fied by a system-wide and persistent UID. Every object has X of class A; a backward class traversal, XA _(Y8 ]Z8 , speca Jtate (the set of values for the attributes of the object) ifies attribute Z of class B while class A is the domain
and a behavior (the set of method_, or programs operating class of attribute Y of class B. Class traversals represent
on the state of the object). Objects with similar proper- cross-class associations of objects.
ties are clustered into classes . Objects in a class will share
A restriction on an attribute is of the form Attr_Spec
the same set of attributes and methods. A class can be op c, where Attr _Spec specifies the attribute, as described
a Jubcla-'-'/-'uperclaH of another one. A subclass inherits above, op E { <, ~. =, :j:, 2: , > }, and cis a domain value
all methods/attributes of its superclasses, and additional or a classification concept cc if op is = or :f: (since cc~
metho ds and attributes can be specified for a subclass.
may not be partially ordered). If Attr _5pec is of the simple
Figure 1 shows the illustrative structure of a sample ve- form XA, the restriction is said Jimple.
hicle database. ~ Attributes ended with a * are primitive
An (-'ubcla"!) a.uertion is of the form cla.,d(cla-'-'2), a
boolean functwn on objects of class clas-'2 where cla., 3 1
is a subclass of class2. It is true if the eval~ated object of
1
We au UJne that all claaaea are independent filea in the underlying
class2 in fact belongs to the subclass cla.,sl and is falJe

phy oic al ot orage syatem. Systems such aa Orion[2, 8] adopted this
ocheme .
2
Examples are for illustration only and do n o t necessarily repre-

sent real-world situations.
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otherwise. Assertions may also be referred to as a restriction if no ambiguity occurs.
A Semantic Integrity Con3traint {SIC} is of the form
LHS => RHS, where LHS (may be empty) and RHS are
restrictions/ assertion functions in conjunction, representing that whenever LHS is true on an object, RHS should
also be true on the object.
The following example shows some SICs, together with
restrictions and assertions, that may be applicable to the
sample OODB in Figure 1.

The Knowledge Base

The knowledge base consists of all SICs and an inference
engine. An inference engine will take a set of known facts
(such as restrictions from a query qualification), deduce
those implied restrictions/assertions under the SICs. The
purpose of semantic query optimization is to transform a
query qualification into another equivalent one under the
SICs such that it costs less to evaluate the transform ed
qualification. The first step towards this is to find out
as many restrictions as possible that are implied by the
original query qualification under the SICs by using an
inference engine. This is essential to achieve all the 5 o ptimization goals listed in Section 2. In a relational database
system, this issue have been discussed in [20]. However ,
SICs proposed here are more complicated and different
from those proposed in relational database systems , the
strategies applicable to relational systems may not be directly applicable. The following show several cases that
have not been addressed in relational database systems,
which are unique to an OODB system.

Example 1.
d omain assertion: The load of any vehicle ia at leaat 500ib• .
(~ loadv ~ 500).

in -clau SIC: Toyota is a Japanese Company.
(narnec =" Toyota"~ countrvc =Japan).
cros•-class SIC~ : "Corvette ia a lUnd of American aportacar"
(model v
= "Corvette"~
manu/adurerv .countrvc
=
A merica/\Sport.car( V) );
"A car o f 200hp or higher must be a aportacar"
(driuetrainy.powers ~ 200
Sport•car(V));
"Any '9 1 sp orhcar haa maximum speed above 150mph and
cosh more than $10,000."
(vear s = 1991
ma:ropeeds > 1501\ prices > 10,000);
Only Japan makes engines of weight lesa than 5001b6 .
(weightB < 500
weights -[driuetrainv)
manufacturery .countrvc = Japan) . 0

*

*
*

Example 4.

> 500) ia given .
Then, (driuetrainy .weightB > 450) i1 also true. In other
words, if (drivetrainv.weights > 450) ia a restricti on in the
LHS of a conatnunt, then it is satisfied.
2. Assertions and IS-A relationships among classes havr. l 0 be
addressed . For example, a constraint which holds on a class
also h olds on ita aubclaasea. Reference• to a class in a query
qualificati on may also be aemantically equivalently replaced by
references to ita subclaaaea under certain circumstances.

1. Suppose we know that the reatriction (weightB

SICs in a database can be explicitly specified by application users and/or DBAs. [20, 16] showed many situations
that SICs can be automatically or semi-automatically acqu ired.
A query is assumed to be of the form Q(c : q], where c,
the classname, is called the target, and q is the query's
3. Suppose we have a constraint weights
< 500 ~
weightB _[driuetrainv )manu/acturerv .countq;c
= Japan.
qualification consisting of restrictions in conjunction . The
Then
driudrainv .weights
<
500
=>
evaluation of the query will return all uid's of qualified
manu/acturerv .countryc = Japan can also be aaserted. T rus
objects in class c[IO]. How the qualified objects are prerequires analyzing semantic relati onships amon g Attr . Spcu . ll
sented to an user/ application is a different and separate
The above examples also show that there is a need to
issue. For simplicity, we further assume that the qualifi- properly manage these constraints in the knowledge base
cation of a query must be relevant to the target, i.e., any in order to support deductions and inferences by t he inclass involved in the qualification must be either the target ference engine. As discussed above, we are interested in
class itself or reachable from the target via class traversals computing the restrictions implied by a query qualification
and/or IS-A traversals, in which case the traversal path(s) under a set of constraints. This requires solutions for the
should also be specified in the qualifications. (in relational following problems.
terms, cross-products are avoided.) The following is a samFirst of all, we consider the implication of restrictions.
ple query.
A restriction r is arithmetically deducible from a set of restrictions R if r E R or r is deducible from R by certain
Example 2.
The query "find all engines of weight < 500ib•
simple computations on the domain values and/or CC valthat are made in Japan" can be expressed aa Q[E : weightB

<

5001\ weightB _[driuetrainv )manufacturerv .countr11c = Japan) . 0

Queries Q 1[c : ql] and Q2[c: q2] are said {3emantically)
equivalent under a set of SICs S (denoted as Ql =s Q2)
if they return the same set of objects. In the case S is
obvious or irrelevant, we just say Q 1 Q2 .

=

Example 3.
Q[E: weights

The query in E:rample ! is equivalent to the query

< 500) under

the SICa in E:rample 1. 0

ues . For example, :z: = 3 :_. :z: > 2 1\ :z: < 4 if the domain
values for :z: are integers, where .'!... represents the deduction . Arithmetic deduction of this kind or the like has
been studied (for algorithms see (20]). However, in our
case, classification concepts and attribute specification involving class traversals are involved. We believe that CC
can be easily incorporated into the formula. Details for CC
manipulations can be found in (15]. The following proposition may be useful in deali ng with the latter issue. Again,
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.,.. e sl.d (' a ll propositions without proofs due to space limit.

ing corollary, is adopted from [16] with minor change .

l 'r• 'i"'si ti on 1. A restriction (f3.a op c1) is implied by (a
' ' P c:l)- if a is a Attr _Spec, /3 is a class traversal sequence
(r:; a y be empty) that can make f3 .a a proper Attr _Spec,
" '1 d (.z: op c 1) is arithmetically deduced from (:z: op c2) for
<:: 1 1 x in the domain class of cr. 0

Pwposition 7. if ZBf3·XAClJ =>- ZB/3· YAcr2 is a constraint,
and there exists a RIC for every pairs of attributes of adjacent classes along the traversal path from A to B 1 then
XAol => YAa2 is also a constraint. 0
The following results show the transformations between
forward and backward traversals.

\1 <•re compl ic ated cases involving a set of restrictions
c<>n be handled in a similar manner.

Proposition 8. If XAcrl =>- x~_[YB]ZBa2 is a constraint,
where A is the domain class of YB, a 1 and a:z are proper
ending sequences of the corresponding restrictions, then
YB · XAcrl => ZBa2 is also a constraint . 0

S•·condly, we turn to the implication problem of assertions. It is imp ortant to deduce the implied (sub)class
<c!>!>ertion s because more specific class assertions can be
u s!'d to replace occurrences of the references to their su~·:rcl a.s~es, and enable the inference engine to apply const raints wh ose LHSs have assertions. We say an assertion
r: 1 ( c-l) is trans itive ly deducible from a set of assertions AS
i:" (I ) c 1 (C3 ) E AS, or (2) c 1(c2) and c2(c3) are transitively
r,duc1ble in AS .

Proposition 9. If YB ·X...tal=> ZBcr 2 is a constraint, then
XAal => XA _[YB]ZBcr2 is also a constraint. 0
The above rules can be used to organize the knowledge
base and used by the inference engine in deduction.

l'ro pnsition 2. An assertion a : c1(c2) is implied by a set
c( assertlon s ~4S if and only if cr E AS or cr is transitively
Cl'd 'c ible fr om AS. 0

4

Restriction Extension

Given a set of restrictions (in conjunction) R, a restriction

Let r [c, Jcd deno te the restriction formed by substituting
a ll occurrences of classname c 1 by classname c 2 in the res rict ion r . The following can be directly observea.

r is deducible from R, denoted as r :.._ R, if r E R or r is
implied by R according to Propo.!ition.! 1 - 4. We denote
the resulting set by remov ing r from R (if r E R; or R
itself if r fl. R) as R \ r.
Given a set of restrictions R (in conjunction) and a set
of SICs S, a re.!triction ezten.,ion of R under S, denoted
as R5, is a set of restrictions/ assertions that satisfies the
following:

l 'roposi tion 4. If c2 !SA c1, then assertion c2(c 1) and reti on r implies r [c1lc2)· 0

s~ ri <

Now we start to identify several cases where constraints
can be t ransform ed into other fo rm~ so that certain drawl . ~ c ks in earlier approaches can be o·vercome, and distinct
( JO featur es can be incorporated. The first one is trivial.

1. R :.._ R~;

2. if 1J: L =? ., E S, and L :.._ R~, then ., :.._ R~;
3. R~ contains only those the above specified.

Intuitively, Rs contains restrictions that are implied R
5. If r1 => r2 is a constraint in the knowledge under S. It is semantically equivalent to R.
base , where r1 and r2 are restrictions , then -,r 2 => -,r 1 1s ·
a :so true . 0
Proposition 10. Q[c: q]
Q[c: q5]. 0
! ) r_~2r:si t io n

I

T he following fou r statements involve class traversals in
Attr _Spec:

=s

An algorithm that follows the above definition to compute R5 can be easily constructed, similar to that in [20],
except that the applicability of constraints is checked acl 'roposi tion 6. Let XAal => YAa2 be a constraint that cording to Propo5ition.! 1 - 4, and the application of SICs
F.olGSlri a database, where X and Y are attributes of the may result in certain implied restrictions as discussed in
sc.me calss A, cr1 and a2 are proper ending sequences of last section. The key step for computing this restriction
t he co rresponding restrictions . For any traversal sequence extension is to repeat the application of SICs whose LHS
6, if t he domain class of /3 is A, then /3 · XAa 1 => f3 · YAcr 2 have been satisfied to deduce new restrictions (the RHSs).
is al so a co nstraint that holds in the database. 0
Practically, it is reasonable to assume that the number of
attributes involved in a single class can be bounded by
. It is said that a referential integr~ty con.!traint (RIC) ex- a constant, so does the number of levels of each involved
Ists fr om class A to class Bon attribute X if XB references CC hierarchy, and the number of restrictions in the LHS
every objec t in XA. This definition, as well as the follow- of each SIC. Under such assumptions, if both the number
~;Jcc: fy ing
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of classes involved in the query and the number of relevant
SICs are bounded by O(n), the restriction extension can
be computed in 0( n 3 ) time . Furthermore, it should be
noted that the algorithm can easily detect contradiction if
any.

Example 6. Suppose the query is "Repo rt all vehi cles whose engine power are above 400 hp." (Q[\' :
drivetrainv .powerE > 400]).
In order to evaluate this' ·query, class Ve hicle including its su bc lasH
SporttJCar will be accessed .
However, since we krww
that drivetrainv .powerE > 200
~
Sportscar( V ).
Given
a
Therefore, Sportscar(V) is in the restricti on extension .
restricti on set R : {yearv = 1991, modelv ="Corvette"}, and S
By applying the above strategy, the original query can
consists of the SICa in Examp le 1. R5 will include {loadvts ~ 500, be semantically equivalently transformed into: Q(S
manufacturervts·countrvc = America, Sporhcar(V), pricevts ~ drivetrains.powerE > 400). In the latter case, only a
10 ,000, max6peeds ~ 150, yearv = 1991,modelv ="Corvette"} . much smaller class Sportscar is accessed. 0
If th e query ia Q[V : R 1\ pricey < 9, 000] , a contradiction will be
detected . 0
Class traversals are rather costly operations. Therefo re,
it is very desirable that certain unnecessary traversals can
be eliminated. In our case, eliminating class traversals is
5 Semantic Query Optimization a special form of eliminating redundant restrictions . A restriction r is said redundant with respect to q under 5 if
In this section, we discuss how to achieve the five opti- Q[c: q] =s Q[c: q \ r).
m ization goals proposed above .
d
In computing restriction extension, a contradiction, if Proposition 12. If L =:} r E S, L +- q, then Q (c
existed, will be detected by the algorithm. If it is not Q [c : q \ r). 0
the case, the restriction extension provides all restrictions
implied/deduced fr om the query qualification under the
If eliminating r would yield fewer classes to be traversed
con straints. We then try to restrict the access or refer- in evaluating the query, then class traversals are elimien ces to classes needed by the query to those references nated; otherwise, redundant restrictions are eliminated.
to the necessary (sub )classes based on the assertions de- The priority goal at this stage is to eliminate as many unduced / implied. More precisely, we want to substitute all necessary class traversals as possible. A similar problem
occurrences of classname A in restrictions by classname has been shown to be NP-hard (13). We therefore propose
B , wh ere B is a subclass of A. Since the size of a subclass to employ the following he uristics·: frist sort restricti ons in
is monotonically smaller than that of its superclass, there the restriction extension by the number of classes invol ved
in the restriction in decreasi ng order. We then rand omly
is a clear gain by doing so.
consider one restriction from all the restrictions involving
Proposition 11. Given a query Q[c : q], if an assertion the same number of traversals in the above decreasing orc2 (cl) E q, then if c1 f. c, Q[c : q] =s Q[c : q(c2ic1] ]; if der and test whether it is redundant with respect to the
rest of the extension under SICs. If yes, it is eliminated.
c 1 c, q (c: q] =s q [c, : qh\c]]. D
In this way, it is likely that the number of classes to be
First, all implied assertions are grouped according to traversed is decreased, since restrictions involving large
IS-A hierarchies. For assertions in an IS-A hierarchy, ~t number of traversals are likely to be eliminated first; We
is possible to partially order all assertions involved .3 Let repeat this process until th e last restriction that invol vcs
traversal is tested.
c 1 , c 2, .. . , Cm be such an order, where Ci+l(ci) E R5, i
Now we apply the similar strategy to test. the redundan1, .. . , (m- 1), and no assertion of the form c(cm) in
R5. Class Cm is said to be the mo_,t _,pecific cla.u for cies of simple restr ictions, but only eliminate uulen ones.
c,, i 1, .. . , m. Restrictions in
are then examined and A restriction is said u&eful if it is a &imple restriction on an
all occu rrences of references to c,, i
1, ... , ( m- 1) will be indexed attribute; otherwise it is said u&ele.u. Intuitively,
replaced by the most specific class Cm. Furthermore, if c1 u&eful redundant restrictions may help reduce query evalu is the target class of the query, then the target is changed ation cost by using the fast-access pathes. Since all implied
restriction are included in the rest riction extension, as a
into c~ t oo.
by product, all useful ones are also there alread y.
It is easy to see that under the same assumptions as used
in last section, the time complexi ty of the above transfor~Although it is p ossible that a class may have more than one submations are also bounded by O(n 3 ).
1

=

=

=

Rs

=

class, it is a contradiction that there exist more than one assertion
that has the same parent class assertion in the restriction extension
und er a common assumpti on that classes represent objects e xclusively. This type of contradiction is due t o conflicting assertions due
to IS-A hierarchy, which is clearly unique to an OODB .

Example 7.
a
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Assume we have the following constraints "FerrMi ia
Sportacar"

(model v

= "Ferrari"=>

m a -.u/ ad urerv .countrvc

= "France" 1\Sport.car(V)), "the price

•, !

ia at o r

a n y new

F errari car

1 'JS. l 1\ m odt>l v

= "Ferrari" ~

above $40,000"
~

pr>cev

(yearv

[2] Banejee, J ., et al., "Data model issues for object-oriented
applications", ACM Trans. on Office Information Systems,
5(1) :3-26, Jan. 1987.
[3] Bretl, R ., et al., "The GemStone data management
system", in Object- Oriented Concepb, Applicatioru and
DatabaJeJ", Won Kim and F . Lochovsky, Eds., Reading,
MA : Addision-Wesley, 1989 .

>

$40, 000) , "the engine

w- i ~ h t <A any Ferrari car ia ab o ve 600ib•" (modelv ="Ferrari"~
dr>ur t ratny.weight 8 > 600), and "any engine of weight 500lb•
o r h ,gh er must have 6 o r m o re c ylinders" (weights ~ 500 ~
~

CJ!I' rder # B

6).

The query is

"find all new Ferrari cars

t !. at t.av e m o r e than 4 cylinders" (Q [V

m odr l v

yearv

:

= "Ferrari" Adrivetrainy · cylinder#s

a.&s '.lfn e the class V

>

4)).

>

[4] Chakravarthy, U., Grant, J., and Minker, J .: "Logic-based
approach to semantic query optimization", ACM TODS,
June 1990, pp . 162-207
[5] Deux, 0, et al, "The Story of 02", IEEE Tran.Jaction on
Knowledge and Data E ngineering, March 1990 .

199 1 A
We also

(as well as S) is clustered (indexed) by

t l. e a tt ribute price in the tulderlying system .

Using the ab ove

• d, ~ rn e, it can be follo wed that the resulting query will be Q [S :
rr. &.ld s = "Ferrari " A years ~ 1991 A prices ~ 40, 000]. The benefit

' " r, :-,v iflu s: t h e a cces s t o class Vis reduced to the access t o S, red\Uld ~> n t travenal is remov ed, and a restrictio n on the indexed attribu te

ia

i !~d . If o nly 5% o f the vd:uclea in the sy stem are aportscars, and

d

8 (J ~ o uf sp o r t scars cost less than $40 ,000, the query coa t then may

r, ,

r<

::l u ud t o ab o u t 1 % o f that o f the original one . 0

t ...< Irnp le 8.

If the query in last exam p le io "find all 4-cylinder

(

F- r ,.;-;;-c ;;,~ Q [V : m ode l v ="Ferrari" Adrivetrainv .cylinder# =

4:).

t hen

during

the

construction

of

q5,

the

restriction

dru w tra•n v .cylinder# ~ 6 will be added, and a contradicti on be •
d rtr r kd . T he que r y result is empty withou t evaluati n g the query at
a il. Cl

[6] IEEE Tramaction on Knowledge and Data Engin eering,
Special Edition on Next -generation Database System, M.
Stonebraker, Ed., Vol. 2, No. 1, 1990.
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